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Executive Summary

As news of a new stadium for the New York City Football Club (NYCFC) spreads, New York City neighborhoods, particularly those represented by Community Board Four (CB4) in the Bronx, are taking notice and an active interest. With the presence of Yankee Stadium in the Bronx, the surrounding neighborhood – residents and businesses alike – has experienced and continues to experience the impacts that a major league sports venue can have on a community.

With a proactive, partnership mindset, CB4 asked the Urban Land Institute New York District Council (ULI New York) to conduct a Technical Assistance Panel (TAP) to study the neighborhood, consider potential impacts of a stadium near Macombs Dam Park, and make recommendations as to the best approach the community might take to help insure that a new development of this nature and scope will be a welcomed, connected, and engaging addition to the neighborhood.

What does it take to imagine a new stadium in the Bronx for 21st century New York? The issues uncovered present the complex and dynamic concerns of 21st century city-making, which are not solved with a top-down approach. The ULI TAP Panel (the Panel), comprised of real estate professionals with development, design, finance, and legal expertise, studied the site, the briefing materials provided by CB4 and interviewed a wide variety of community stakeholders. The Panel arrived at three key categories of recommendations for CB4 to consider as the NYCFC stadium discussions progress.

More than Just a Stadium – Design & Programming

The scale of a professional soccer stadium is significant. The placement of a facility of this size in the study area, a dense neighborhood loosely defined by East 165th Street, 149th Street, Grand Concourse, and the Harlem River, will have a notable impact on the streetscape, traffic flows, and related business operations. Given this impact, it would be advantageous if the new stadium could become a true multi-purpose asset for the community and serve functions beyond its role as the primary venue for NYCFC home games. The facility could serve as a community hub, venue for health and wellness programs, business
incubation, neighborhood sports activities, and more. The incorporation of community activities into such a facility could provide the neighborhood with desired programming opportunities and, at the same time, provide the NYCFC with opportunities to build stronger bridges into the community. It should also be noted that the design of the stadium itself can go a long way toward facilitating these connections to the community. By physically opening the sightlines into the stadium and likewise allowing fans to feel connected to the neighborhood while inside attending games, the building may begin to invite the outside in and the inside out. The idea of openness also fostered the spirit behind design and programming ideas to highlight neighborhood and city issues as a platform to open up the conversation to the wider public.

**Connectivity**

The study area is notable in its public transit connections and presence of transportation infrastructure, yet vehicular congestion remains a challenge. By taking steps to encourage more active use of the rich public and alternative transportation options – rail, bus, walking and biking – there is an opportunity to better manage the traffic flow in, out, and through the neighborhood and lessen the impact of congestion on game days. The transportation infrastructure, including rail lines and roadways, is critical in assisting with efficient traffic flow, yet the presence of these infrastructure elements becomes a barrier between the neighborhood and wonderful recreation amenities found along the waterfront. As waterfront development expands with the addition of the Bronx Children’s Museum, Bronx Point, and the Universal Hip Hop Museum, it will become even more important to build better connections to the east side of the rail lines and the Major Deegan Expressway, to the potential new stadium, Yankee Stadium, the parks, and neighborhood beyond.

**Planning for a Community-Focused Neighborhood**

There is a strong sense of community in the study area – residents know one another and have pride in their neighborhood. Yet the neighborhood remains
disconnected from the waterfront due to transportation infrastructure. As New York’s other boroughs witness waterfront revitalization concurrent with redevelopment, this, too, is an opportunity to imagine the future of sustainable development in the South Bronx and to find consensus in order to unlock social-economic value locally and in the region.

The pedestrian experience is interrupted along River Avenue due to the abundance of parking lots, garages, and businesses closed outside of game days. Improving these connections, particularly the pedestrian connections, will lay the groundwork for a more cohesive neighborhood, and residents and visitors may more easily and actively experience all that this neighborhood has to offer.

The neighborhood is also quite walkable, with the length of the study area easily traversed in ten minutes. The experience of that walk, however, leaves much to be desired. An abundance of parking lots and structures and businesses shuttered on non-game days, create a walking landscape that is bleak and unengaging. This environment does little to encourage walkability, and there are few reasons to linger, stop, and shop along the way. East/west connections from the riverfront to River Avenue, particularly those through the Bronx Terminal Market, also need to be addressed as the focus on the current experience is vehicular traffic and the pedestrian experience is lacking.

With some careful planning and specific zoning changes, River Avenue could become a bustling, dense, mixed-use corridor. Underutilized parking structures along River Avenue, at the northern and southern ends of the study area, could be converted to multi-story affordable housing structures, thereby anchoring the corridor and potentially catalyzing further development and commerce between.

When taken together, these strategies begin to chart a potential positive path for a contemplated NYCFC stadium development in the South Bronx. Through careful understanding of the community fabric and the areas of potential positive impact by such a facility, a new stadium development could be the touchstone for enhanced community programming, the catalyst for improved pedestrian connections and walkable experiences, and the foundation upon which other community improvements may be built. Rather than being just another new stadium, this development has the potential to be so much more.
Background & Scope

As excitement builds around the concept of a long-term home for the New York City Football Club (NYCFC), New Yorkers and residents of the Bronx specifically, are keenly interested in the future placement of the stadium, its integration into its surroundings, and the opportunities for community participation that may come along with new building(s) and interdependent infrastructure.

Given the recent construction of the new Yankee Stadium and its additional role as the temporary home of the NYCFC, community members in the surrounding Capitol District neighborhoods (the District) – Mt. Eden, Highbridge, West Concourse, East Concourse, Morrisania and Concourse Village – are taking particular note. Bronx Community Board Four (CB4) plays a key role in managing the Capitol District and, as a leader in the community, stepped forward to begin to envision what a new stadium might look like in the District. This interest also extends into understanding how the community might enjoy a more connected experience around any new stadium, experience little increased impact in traffic throughout the neighborhoods, and
possibly enjoy the new facility on a more regular basis, outside of scheduled game days.

To unpack these opportunities, CB4 turned to the ULI New York Technical Assistance Panels Program (ULI NY TAP or TAP) and charged the assembled TAP panel (the Panel) of real estate industry experts with the following questions:

1. How can stadium development be integrated into the existing fabric and built environment of the neighborhood?

2. Are there recent successful examples of these types of sports/entertainment facilities? What lessons are applicable here?

3. How can infrastructure be creatively reconfigured to better connect the community and its open spaces, and support redevelopment of sites that have constrained access?

4. What is the appropriate mix of uses, densities, and urban design tools/techniques that should be implemented to complement the existing neighborhood?

5. What considerations should be given to transportation infrastructure as it relates to the proposed soccer stadium, Yankee Stadium, and new development in the surrounding area? (i.e. Bronx Point, Bronx Children’s Museum, etc.)

At the heart of each of these questions was the common thread: How can a new stadium have positive impacts on the neighborhood? The geography under consideration as presented by CB4 is bounded by East 165th Street to the north, 149th Street to the south, Grand Concourse to the east, and Harlem River to the west.

In addition to a comprehensive review of the briefing materials provided by CB4 and a guided walking and bus tour of the study area, the Panel conducted 30 confidential interviews with neighborhood stakeholders identified by CB4 at the New Settlement Community Center. These stakeholders included representatives from community-based nonprofits, local cultural institutions, local elected officials and City agencies, small businesses, local property owners, and neighborhood residents.
What the Panel Heard & Resulting Goals

Throughout the course of the stakeholder interviews the Panel identified a number of themes important to residents, business owners, and related neighborhood organizations.

Existing Stadium Impacts

The rather recent construction of a new stadium for the New York Yankees professional baseball team and organization has had a significant impact on the surrounding community. The structure is beautiful and imposing at the same time. It welcomes millions of fans each year to a neighborhood that is transit-rich and over-stocked with parking garages. Between 80+ game days and 20+ special events, the neighborhood is overwhelmed with fans who bring increased traffic and congestion to the already busy streets. Highway exits, built to assist with quickly moving this traffic in and out of the neighborhood, have resulted in interruptions to the urban fabric and, on occasion, have created dangerous intersections for both automobile and alternative transportation (e.g., walking, biking) users. To meet the demand for Yankee and baseball-related merchandise, retail outlets have opened around the stadium. Yet these stores largely remain closed on the other 280+ days of the year when the Yankees are not playing. These closed storefronts leave the streetscape in a state of perceived desolation and interrupt what could otherwise be an active retail corridor.

Neighborhood Issues

The broader neighborhood today has some challenges which were identified by the stakeholders, much of which related to infrastructure and community services. As many cities across the country are rediscovering the benefits of direct, easy, and equitable access to waterfront land, the District remains largely disconnected from the Harlem River waterfront as the Major Deegan Expressway acts as both a perceived and actual barrier for the community. The community has a number of parks, some of which are passive open
spaces while others are more active with playground equipment, ball fields and a track. By enhancing the active nature of the open spaces, perhaps programming the spaces more frequently and blending the passive and active uses, the residents might enjoy a wider range of opportunities for exercise, engagement, and interaction. The District has one of the largest concentration of open spaces collectively in the Bronx. This is meaningful as the Bronx also reports having high rates of asthma among residents. By investing in parks and facilities in the District, access and land redevelopment can be made strategic to health and wellness outcomes that serve residents and visitors alike. Public benefits should be coordinated to offer greater impact for multiple user types, and urban planning and economic development pursuits should include a mindful assessment of land, water, air quality, land uses, and city services (i.e. recreational open space, public schools). The additional outdoor activity would also serve to improve the overall perception of safety and security around the area. More people out in the neighborhood mean more eyes on the street and fewer opportunities for unsafe behavior. Several intersections in the District also present near-constant issues with pedestrian safety as multiple streets intersect with highway exit ramps. Finally, there were a number of improvements that stakeholders would like to see relating to community services. Schools are close to capacity in the neighborhood and area youth and seniors could benefit from activities often found in community centers. These same community centers could also provide job training services for neighborhood residents.

Top: Imposing infrastructure is common along the western edge of the study area, disconnecting the neighborhood from the riverfront.

Bottom: Mill Pond Park sits along the Harlem River and features walking/biking paths and provides access to the Stadium Tennis Center and Bronx Children’s Museum. Images courtesy of Lipofsky Photography/ULI New York.
Evolving Neighborhood

As the neighborhood grows and changes, it is important to identify, understand, and begin to mitigate the unintended impacts of this growth. The recent Jerome Avenue Neighborhood Planning Study and subsequent rezonings should serve the neighborhood well and relieve certain development pressures around housing, particularly affordable housing, in the neighborhood. With the influx of several big box stores into the neighborhood and with the recent zoning changes however, small businesses in the area are also feeling direct pressure – and it is these very businesses that provide area residents with entrepreneurial opportunities, give the neighborhood its unique character, and employ fellow residents. Care should be taken with these small business owners to help support their long-term survival. Lastly, throughout the change that is sure to take place on the horizon – from the opening of the Bronx Children’s Museum, the construction of the new Bronx Point development and Universal Hip Hop Museum, and the potential new soccer stadium – there is a clear need to ensure community participation amid all of this change.

Blending the input from the stakeholders and the professional expertise of the Panelists, the Panel crafted three key goals for CB4 as it considers its role as the community voice/partner in any new stadium development in the study area.

1. Encourage a NYCFC stadium design that produces positive contributions to the neighborhood year-round.
2. Enhance connectivity, walkability, and reduce congestion.
Soccer Stadium

With a goal of encouraging a NYCFC stadium design that positively contributes to the neighborhood year-round, the Panel identified the following four primary elements: physical facility design; programming; open space design and activation; and community benefits. Each of these elements are equally important in building and maintaining a facility that is effective in its primary function as a major league soccer venue and just as effective at its role as a corporate/physical/emotional member of the community.

Design – More than Just a Stadium (Openness, Transparency, and Connectivity)

The experience of a sporting event does not start at the stadium entrance, but includes the journey, the theatre of arrival and sharing a collective urban memory of place and event. Stadium designers, cities, and communities have begun to realize the benefits of designing professional sports venues to serve multiple functions beyond that of hosting sporting events. Many contemporary stadiums are highly visual and experiential in design and function. The design is visually pleasing and welcomes and encourages visitors to come in, explore, and enjoy the space. Stadium design today is also taking into greater account the facility’s connections to the surrounding environment and oftentimes uses design to blend the inside and outside experience. Examples of this include

Designs for the Moscow Olympic Stadium Redevelopment – a mixed-use concept with retail, sports, exhibition, offices, entertainment, and more – blurs the lines between interior and exterior space. Image courtesy of Scott + Brownrigg.

The proposed new MLS stadium in St. Louis, Missouri, invites the surrounding community to experience the spaces surrounding the venue. Image courtesy of HOK/Snow Kreilich Architects.
building a stadium slightly below grade to allow visitors to enter at field level, resulting in a more immediate connection to the game on the field and a feeling of being in on the experience. Other stadium designers are experimenting with the public space surrounding the building, working to activate this public realm by providing alternative venues for fans to watch the game for free on screens at plazas or patios surrounding the stadium. Ultimately, the visitor experience is key to the success of today’s sporting venue, and a successful venue is one that will be adaptable for change, works well with its surrounding community, and is sustainable socially, environmentally, and economically.

Programming – More than Just Professional Soccer

Communities and sporting franchises both have identified the opportunities for stadiums to serve additional purposes outside of the original sporting event for which the stadium was built. Often centrally located, stadiums can serve as community hubs, providing venues for local events, health and wellness programming, or even youth educational programs. In England, Emirates Stadium also houses a school, educating youth in a manner that makes use of the facilities within the stadium and engaging students in a manner that encourages high attendance and active participation. Stadiums may also be used as business incubators. With robust food preparation and catering facilities, some stadiums have opened their doors to food industry start-ups, providing the tools and infrastructure needed to get new catering businesses off the ground. Finally, the connection to the surrounding community and the community’s acceptance – and even welcoming – of a facility of this size in a neighborhood can oftentimes be facilitated by the simple offer of discounted tickets for local residents.

Open Space and Activation

The activation of the space around a stadium can be just as impactful as the activation inside the stadium, and, for the community, it may even be more. Stadium designers are recognizing the facility exterior as a potential venue for further visitor exploration and engagement and additional commerce. By creating a community plaza outside the stadium, activities for kids can be easily incorporated (building the future fan base), screens broadcasting the game live can help neighbors enjoy some of the action, and other interactive features can engage those coming or going to the event as well as those in the neighborhood just passing by. Other more formal programming might include public and community art installations or a farmers market, both of which might attract people to the venue who may not otherwise visit or visit regularly. Finally, while the real show is happening inside the venue, some stadium designers are building in additional performance spaces, including external amphitheaters, outside the stadium. These spaces outside the venue provide opportunities for supplemental programming, artistic performances,
Engaging the Community with Stadium Design

The stadium for Chelsea Football Club has been designed to fit into the urban fabric of the surrounding community.

A splash pad outside the Kauffman Stadium entertains fans on hot days. Image courtesy of Jason Hanna, Kansas City Royals.

Designs for the Moscow Olympic Stadium Redevelopment creates as much activity outside the stadium as can be found within. Image courtesy of Scott + Brownrigg.

Audi Field in Washington, D.C., features open sight lines into the stands and playing surface. Image courtesy of David, Flikr³.

SunTrust Park has a variety of gathering spaces, games, and a splash pad outside the venue for all to enjoy. Image courtesy of thatlostdog², Flikr.

Stadio Dragao, in Portugal, invites the fans inside to also pause to enjoy the scenes surrounding the stadium.

² https://flickr.com/photos/thatlostdog/4483578882/in/photolist-2bsxdds-NMfmHq-M8SGy4-NMfjXb-M9SFxh-UHB88P-UHJxW-Tr7bJu-UDX7xQ-VR2UjJ-TudqH-a77777/vU8f21-Xoc4DB-UH8osS-UHBr6V-TfFgfc-Uw5QZw-U0D0rQ-Tu3J4h-U0D9VY-UH8osS-UHBr6V-Tu3sRT-U0D0rQ-UH8osS-UHBr6V-Tu3J4h-U0D9VY-UH8osS-UHBr6V-Tu3sRT
and/or pre- or post-game activities that build or carry forth the excitement of the sporting match inside.

**Community Benefits**

A number of professional sports franchises have learned difficult lessons when locating, designing, and building new facilities without considering community input. Municipalities would benefit from listening to and engaging with communities early in the process, encouraging steps that will serve both the sports franchise AND the local community. These steps might include the requirement of MWBE participation in the construction, a percentage of local hiring for facility staffing, and working wage job creation. Community programming ideas could include workforce development and training, youth programs, and platforms for specialized education and training relating to work taking place in the venue. While such a robustly programmed venue may require creative scheduling and management, the result is a venue that is working to mitigate density, contribute to community-making and social capital, and is, at the same time, conserving resources. The integration of local businesses and the support of local entrepreneurs is also of great community interest, and many communities are suggesting that sporting venues source products, and even food, locally. Finally, consideration should be taken of vulnerable populations (e.g. Veterans and at-risk youth) in the community and sports franchises are encouraged to explore ways in which the new venue and its operations might help support or provide space for programs for these members of the community.

Soccer is the most popular sport in the world. Sports serve as common ground for a culturally diverse Bronx. The opportunities inherent in the location of the NYCFC stadium in this storied and culturally-rich neighborhood is representational to multiple levels of civic impact. A stadium can be far more than just a sporting venue, and those franchises recognizing and acting on the opportunities available to serve the surrounding community will become good corporate citizens and neighbors and will enjoy even greater opportunities to build a bigger generational fan base.

As one of the US’s most popular youth sports, soccer matches draw fans of all ages.
Connectivity

The study area is rich in transportation infrastructure. From highway accessibility to rail connections, visitors to and residents/employees in the area do not lack access to mobility options. The challenge exists, however, in facilitating the connections between transportation infrastructure and the neighborhood and reducing the tension between vehicular traffic and alternative transportation (walking, biking), leaving many intersections unsafe for and unappealing to pedestrians.

Existing Conditions

With three New York City subway lines running through the study area, numerous bus lines, and the Metro North Station, opportunities abound to leave the car at home. For those choosing to drive into or out of the area, there is easy and proximate access to the interstate highways and ample parking opportunities. The area is also quite walkable, with the average person generally able to walk from one end of the study area to the other in ten minutes.
Even with ample public transportation options, many visitors to the District choose to drive, in part because parking is ample and affordable, which results in congestion on game days. While increased traffic for NYCFC games will naturally be lesser than the traffic for Yankees games (due to the smaller projected capacity of the soccer stadium), the area would benefit from a focus on reducing congestion. With ample public transit in the area, a key strategy for reducing congestion during game days is to encourage people traveling to the area to choose shared transportation (such as buses and trains) over driving alone, an idea also known as mode shifting. Some mode shifting strategies that would be effective here include reducing net parking around the stadium, which may open up new, walkable development opportunities (shops and restaurants), and “right pricing” parking. In tandem with “right priced” parking strategies, improvements to existing transit will encourage a shift to shared modes. Improved accessibility, better wayfinding at egress points, and more frequent service during game days make it more feasible for commuters to use trains instead of cars. With the transit stations already centrally located, in much the same way that can be found at Barclays Center in Brooklyn, moving parking options to the periphery will encourage people to utilize the more easily-accessible, and ultimately healthier (for person and planet) transit options.

Additional transportation and mode shifting improvements in the study area might include strategies such as permitted parking and metered parking. With...
residents feeling the pressure of scarce street parking in their neighborhoods on game days, stakeholders could consider advocating for residential permit parking. Deemed controversial by some, residential permit parking would save street parking for residents and reduce the congestion caused by those driving around the neighborhood looking for a free spot. Additionally, certain key commercial corridors would benefit from the introduction of metered parking. This simple regulation of parking duration will also help maintain a rotating supply of parking in front of shops and provide visitors with more opportunities to park even on game days.

**Signage Improvements**

Signage is a key tool in improving connectivity and accessibility to and through the study area. Game day traffic congestion is exacerbated by visitors who are having difficulty navigating their way to parking lots and garages. Smart city signage controls can integrate parking management in buildings and streetscapes, further informing drivers of available spaces in the District. Improving signage and wayfinding for both vehicular and pedestrian traffic will go a long way toward helping visitors navigate their way around the neighborhood streets, find District parking, find the sporting venues, and ultimately find their way back out of the District.
Community-Focused Planning

The original human scale of the neighborhood has been subsumed on the west by transportation infrastructure, big box stores, and parking infrastructure. To return the neighborhood to a more cohesive and connected environment where residents are more likely to walk than drive, where the waterfront is an accessible and actively programmed community amenity, and where affordable housing is readily available, a number of community-focused planning steps should be considered.

Walkability

As mentioned earlier, the study area is quite walkable in theory, with pedestrians generally able to walk from one end to the other (149th Street to 165th Street) in ten minutes. While people may be found walking in the neighborhood, there are several physical and psychological barriers to increased pedestrian activity. Encouraging greater walkability in the area may result in fewer cars and congestion throughout the neighborhood and may provide greater potential for retail activity at neighborhood stores. The physical barriers include the railroad tracks running parallel to the river and the various interstate off-ramps that pull speeding traffic off the highway into the neighborhood. The intersections at the off-ramps and neighborhood streets are rife with safety challenges – pedestrians crossing these intersections often do not have crosswalks to help protect them from traffic and some of the intersections are a convergence of three or more streets, which cause confusion for drivers and pedestrians alike. Finally, the walking experience of the study area is hampered by an environment that is full of parking garages featuring blank concrete walls and vacant or inactive storefronts, both of which combine to create a streetscape that is uninteresting to the passerby and uninviting to anyone considering walking versus driving to a nearby destination.

In the face of these challenges to walkability, there are a number of strategies that can employed to begin to improve the pedestrian experience and encourage more people to walk, rather than drive, in the District. Large-scale improvements could include the redesign of key corridors, such as Exterior...
Panel recommendations include the greening (i.e. addition of trees, plant life, etc.) of River Avenue, 165th and 149th streets and a focus on improving connections between the waterfront and the neighborhood.

Mill Pond Park, with the new Bronx Children’s Museum and forthcoming Bronx Point development, is a wonderful community asset, which is largely cut off from the neighborhood by transportation infrastructure.

River Avenue has wonderful potential as a pedestrian-friendly, mixed-use corridor with new affordable housing at anchor points at each end.
Street, which currently runs along what feels like the back of the Bronx Terminal Market. This corridor could and should be the front entrance to Mill Pond Park and the riverfront, yet it feels very much like an afterthought, the back door no one uses. Connections through the Bronx Terminal Market are also rather imposing and certainly designed for the automobile. Peering in between the buildings, the canyon between is narrow and built with the goal of moving cars into the buildings’ garages, not welcoming pedestrians into the shops inside.

Certain key intersections would also benefit from redesign. The intersection of Exterior Street, 149th Street, River Avenue, and the northbound Major Deegan Expressway exit is particularly dangerous for automobile and pedestrian traffic alike. With the near-future addition of the Bronx Point development, it may be an opportunity to improve this intersection.

On a neighborhood scale, certain improvements such as street greening and landscape enhancements would go a long way toward improving the experience of walking along the study area’s corridors by providing natural beauty and shade. Additionally, and as mentioned previously, street-level retail in the study area is rather haphazard and active at irregular times throughout the year. The area would benefit from a more coordinated focus on developing street-level retail along the growing mixed-use corridors. The retail could serve the District’s residents and visitors and also assist in stimulating pedestrian traffic throughout the corridor.

**River Avenue Corridor**

With the new location of the Children’s Museum at the north end of Mill Pond Park and the near-term addition of Bronx Point at the southern tip of the Park, there is an opportunity to begin to re-envision the connections to the Mill Pond Park at a number of points along its eastern edge. These connection points would facilitate easier movement in the study area and would also begin to stimulate activity along River Avenue, pushing it forward as a primary corridor in the District. Along River Avenue, at an underutilized parking garage near Bronx Point to the south and at another underutilized parking garage near Yankee Stadium to the north, there is a compelling opportunity to replace...
these underutilized parking structures with high-density, mixed-use residential developments. With these two new anchor points along River Avenue, the resulting corridor is better framed and the amenities between may begin to thrive. A C6-3D zoning district (a designation which is already in place at 161st Street) in this area would facilitate improvements of this nature. One of the key characteristics of this type of zoning is street-level retail (focused on year-round merchandise) with community facilities on a second floor. Residential units would begin at floor three, above the nearby train activity and lessening any potential associated noise. This broadened zoning application would provide the framework for the critical mass needed to make this a successful retail and community corridor, which would also complement the community-focused approach that is recommended herein for a potential NYCFC stadium.
Recommendations

As CB4 considers its role going forward in relation to making any potential recommendations for new stadium, it is important to keep the following three goals front of mind: design the NYCFC stadium for positive contribution to the neighborhood year-round; enhance connectivity and reduce congestion in the study area; and plan for a community-focused neighborhood environment.

There is an incredible opportunity to approach the design of the potential NYCFC stadium in a manner that positions it as a year-round positive addition and contributor to the neighborhood. To accomplish this, CB4 is encouraged to work with the stadium’s owners and developers to address the following:

• Help ensure the design of NYCFC stadium has a positive impact on the existing neighborhood;
• Promote year-round programming in and around the new stadium;
• Create a multi-purpose community hub and community-oriented programming in and around the new stadium;
• Incubate neighborhood businesses and support local workforce development; and
• Activate Macombs Dam Park and include programming for area residents.

It is important to remember that the addition of another stadium in the District will add traffic and potential congestion to the study area. Considerable focus should be placed on reducing vehicular congestion and enhancing pedestrian and vehicular connectivity throughout the study area. Key strategies to reducing traffic, enhancing connections, and creating safer streets include:

• Encouraging the use of public transportation by residents, employees in the area, and visitors;
• Improving the pedestrian experience on Exterior Street;
• Eliminating the parking garages on River Avenue; and
• Redistributing parking to underutilized garages, particularly those on the periphery of the study area.
• Encourage parking operators to adopt smart city technologies for optimizing parking management (i.e. automated signal and information systems, app devices with on-demand response) to decrease congestion.

At the convergence of large infrastructure installations – Yankee Stadium, interstate highways, railroads, and elevated roads and bridges – it is easy to lose track of the people, specifically the neighborhood residents. Special care needs to be taken in the planning of a new stadium to insure a community-focused approach to development and operation. Actions today can begin to lay the groundwork for a more cohesive and connected neighborhood and may include:
• Activating the waterfront with new parks, programming, and open spaces;
• Promoting a mixed-use corridor with affordable housing along River Avenue; and
• Improving east-west pedestrian connections between waterfront and the neighborhood.

Implementation Strategies

Implementation strategies can be approached from the perspective of actions taking place in the near-term (next 12 months), actions that could take place in the mid-term (1-2 years), and those actions that may be considered long-term approaches (3+ years).
Near-term

In the near-term, CB4 is encouraged to form a working group to determine the variety and priority of potential community uses that could be implemented along with a new NYCFC stadium. Additionally, it would be helpful to convene a taskforce to establish design guidelines for the NYCFC stadium development and neighborhood integration. The TAP also heard from many advocates and supporters of the local parks – this could be an opportunity to harness this energy into a “friends group” that could advocate for existing park upkeep and guide future park discussions. Initial conversations are opportunities to not only identify possible advocacy entities matched to new roles in the community vision but also lead to enabling local job creation and training needed for sustainable equitable growth. The redevelopment of buildings and landscapes should spark the preparation of a workforce sensitive to the community’s upward mobility agenda. These latent dimensions of neighborhood creation can be present early on and brought to light for the benefit of the community.

Mid-term

Looking further out, CB4 could work directly with the City to establish a community-based process for disposition of City-owned sites and the development of a zoning framework for future neighborhood growth.

Long-term

The connectivity of the neighborhood to the stadium, other community amenities, and the waterfront is vitally important and is not something that can happen overnight. Planning for the long-term, CB4 is encouraged to study the bigger moves and processes needed to integrate the riverfront with the neighborhood and identify what will be needed to help realize those improvements and integrations.

The addition of a professional soccer stadium to CB4’s district in the Bronx is an exciting proposition that is not without community concern. By leveraging the recommendations and implementation strategies set forth by the TAP Panel, CB4 and its community constituents can develop the priorities and modes of implementation for these priorities as part of a stadium development in the neighborhood.
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